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ARTICLE

Maximator: European signals intelligence cooperation, from a
Dutch perspective
Bart Jacobs
ABSTRACT

This article is ﬁrst to report on the secret European ﬁve-partner sigint
alliance Maximator that started in the late 1970s. It discloses the name
Maximator and provides documentary evidence. The ﬁve members of this
European alliance are Denmark Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands, and
France. The cooperation involves both signals analysis and crypto analysis.
The Maximator alliance has remained secret for almost ﬁfty years, in
contrast to its Anglo-Saxon Five-Eyes counterpart. The existence of this
European sigint alliance gives a novel perspective on western sigint
collaborations in the late twentieth century. The article explains and
illustrates, with relatively much attention for the cryptographic details,
how the ﬁve Maximator participants strengthened their eﬀectiveness via
the information about rigged cryptographic devices that its German
partner provided, via the joint U.S.-German ownership and control of
the Swiss producer Crypto AG of cryptographic devices.

1. Introduction
The post-Second World War signals intelligence (SIGINT) cooperation between ﬁve Anglo-Saxon
countries – Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and the United States – is welldocumented.1 This alliance is often called Five Eyes and is based on the 1946 UKUSA Agreement.
What is not publicly known so far is that there is a second, parallel, western signals intelligence
alliance, namely in north-western Europe, also with ﬁve members. It has existed since 1976 and is
called Maximator. It comprises Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden, and the Netherlands and is still
active today. The Maximator alliance deepens our understanding of the recently-revealed operation
Thesaurus/Rubicon: the joint CIA-BND ownership and control of the Swiss manufacturer of cryptographic equipment Crypto AG, from 1970 to 1993.2 Crucial information about the inner workings
(and weaknesses) of cryptographic devices sold by Crypto AG (and by other companies) were
distributed within the Maximator network. This allowed the participants to decrypt intercepted
messages from the more than one hundred countries that had bought compromised devices from
the 1970s onwards.
The ﬁrst and main part of this article provides historical evidence about this Maximator alliance
and provides some background information, obtained from sources in the Dutch intelligence
community. This picture is far from complete and in need of extension via future research, especially
based on information from other participating countries. The information about the existence and
composition of the Maximator alliance is based on three independent sources from the Dutch
intelligence community and is supported by several documents – see Figures 1 and 2 below. The
more detailed information about Maximator and its Dutch arm, TIVC, in Section 3 is based on
individual sources.3
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Figure 1. Cover pages of booklets of several Maximator meetings. The page of the meeting at Rheinhausen – home to a BND
satellite listening post (Schmidt-Eenboom, ‘The Bundesnachrichtendienst, the Bundeswehr and SIGINT’.) – is most informative,
since it includes the ﬂags of the ﬁve countries forming the Maximator alliance. Edison is the codename for the Netherlands; this
meeting took place in Amsterdam: the bottle in the picture carries three crosses (x) on top of each other, which forms the logo of
the city of Amsterdam.

Figure 2. Sketch of the communication lines between the Maximator partners in 1990, using letters for the code names of the
participating countries: T = Thymian = Sweden, C = Concilium = Denmark, E = Edison = The Netherlands,
M = Marathon = France, N = Novalis = Germany. The small letter ‘e’ on the Dutch side refers to Erasmus, which was the code
name for the 898th Army signals battalion, stationed at Eibergen, home to a HF listening post. The triangles seem to indicate how
information (esp. intercepts) can ﬂow from one party to another. At the time the diagram was drawn (1990) there was no direct EM connection, but it did exist later.

2. Maximator
The Maximator alliance began in 1976 at the initiative of Denmark. It initially involved, besides
Denmark, only Sweden and Germany. The Netherlands was invited to join in 1977 and did so in 1978.
Bilateral cooperation in signals intelligence already existed between most (pairs) of these initial four
countries. One motivation to start cooperating more broadly was the emergence of signals intelligence via satellites, which required substantial investment. A second motivation was to jointly work
on technical interception challenges and exchange methods. The idea was to combine forces and
divide tasks in order to reduce costs and so become more eﬀective. The cooperation involved both
cryptanalysis and signals analysis – from the ether only, via SHF (satellite) and HF (short-wave) traﬃc.
France’s request to join in 1983 was supported especially by Germany, since the (signals) intelligence
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cooperation between France and Germany was strong, having started soon after the Second World
War based on close contacts between leading ﬁgures Gustave Bertrand and Reinhard Gehlen.4 As
a result, France was invited in 1984 and joined in 1985.
The name Maximator refers to a beer brand from the southern German region of Bavaria (see
image 1, below). Bavaria’s capital is Munich, and its suburb Pullach was, until 2017, home to the
Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND), the German foreign intelligence agency. At some stage in 1979,
representatives of the alliance-in-the-making were having a beer there, while pondering a good
name for their emerging cooperation. They looked at their glasses, ﬁlled with Doppelbock beer of the
local brand Maximator5 and reached a decision.6
Once the Maximator alliance had been established with ﬁve participating countries – Denmark,
France, Germany, Sweden, and the Netherlands – it remained stable and continues to operate today.
Other countries have asked whether they could join at some stage, but such requests have been turned
down. The cooperation was bottom-up and based on close personal ties and a shared high level of
technical and cryptanalytical skills. Certain countries were deliberately not allowed to join because within
the Maximator alliance they were considered as lacking relevant (signal-/crypto-analytical) expertise and/
or experience. Allegedly, these countries include Norway,7 Spain and Italy. Other (political) factors may
also have played a role in their exclusion. Belgium is a notable exception in north-western Europe; it had
not been invited to join Maximator because of its lack of SIGINT (and COMSEC) capabilities.8
Within the participating countries speciﬁc intelligence organisations played relevant roles. In
Germany the Bundesnachrichtendienst BND is responsible for (foreign) signals intelligence, whereas
what was then called the Zentralstelle für das Chiﬀrierwesen ZfCh did the cryptanalytical work.9 In
Denmark, Sweden, and the Netherlands these activities were combined in respectively the Forsvarets
Efterretningstjeneste (Danish Defence Intelligence Service DDIS), the Försvarets radioanstalt (FRA,
National Defence Radio Establishment), and the Technisch Informatie Verwerkingscentrum (TIVC,
Technical Information Processing Centre).10 French Maximator activities were part of the Direction
Générale de la Sécurité Extérieure (DGSE, General Directorate for External Security).11
The Maximator cooperation involved both signals analysis and cryptanalysis. The signals analysis
part focused on coordinating interception mechanisms and eﬀorts and on exchanging intercepted
(encrypted) messages. Signals analysis was discussed in multilateral meetings, involving the entire
Maximator alliance (see Figure 1). Cryptanalysis, on the other hand, was discussed only bilaterally.12
Each participating country was supposed to perform its own decryptions. This is common practice in
the intelligence community in order to prevent being fed cooked-up information. The communication channels between the partners in 1990 are described in Figure 2. Dedicated crypto systems were

Image 1. Maximator Beer. Mercator beer brand (attribution: Augustiner Brewery)
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used for each of the bilateral connections. The cryptanalytical part of the cooperation involved
exchanges of algorithms used in various (deliberately weakened) cryptographic devices used by
target countries. It was then left up to the Maximator participants themselves to ﬁnd out how to
exploit weaknesses in the algorithms of these devices. Such exploitations are also called ‘solutions’.
A common approach was to use so-called correlation attacks on shift registers. This technique
became public in the late 1980s13 but was at that time already quite common in the intelligence
community14 – now chagrined by the publication. In principle, (implementations of) solution
methods were not exchanged within Maximator. Occasionally, (long term) cryptographic keys
were shared, as outcomes of such solutions.
The focus within Maximator was on interception (and decryption) of diplomatic traﬃc going through
the ether (HF and SHF). In the early days of Maximator, encrypted connections were almost
exclusively used for diplomatic and military communication. In the 1980s and 1990s commercial
companies slowly started using encryption on their main communication lines. It was only from the
late 1990s onwards that encryption became a commodity, for ordinary users, in order to protect their
online communications and transactions. This completely changed the landscape.
In the early days of Maximator, encryption was still hardware-based. The transition from rotors to
shift registers had mostly happened.15 Cryptographic algorithms were ‘baked into’ dedicated chips,
and were not yet software-based. There were only a few companies that oﬀered (hardware) encryption devices on the world market. Those companies were mostly controlled by western intelligence
organisations, so that many countries outside a small circle received deliberately weakened versions,
whose cipher texts could be decrypted by cognoscienti with relative ease. The Swiss company Crypto
AG is the main example; it supplied its cryptographic devices to around 70-80% of the (noncommunist) market, while being secretly owned by the CIA and the BND, as was disclosed in early
2020 by the German ZDF television programme Frontal 2116 and the Washington Post, based on
leaked CIA and BND documents.17
With the right context in mind, one can already recognise the Maximator alliance in these BND
documents. The alliance is never mentioned there, especially not by name, but one byline says: Diese
Fähigkeiten blieben nicht auf USA und Deutschland beschränkt; im Laufe der Jahre wurden Staaten wie
Dänemark, Frankreich, Großbritannien, Israel, Niederlande, Schweden u.a. in den Kreis der ‘cognoscenti’
aufgenommen.18 For those who already knew about a ﬁve-country alliance in continental Europe it is
clear from this quote which those ﬁve countries are.
As an aside, Aldrich has already mentioned continental European SIGINT cooperation and that ‘ . . .
the Europeans had recently set up their own mini-UKUSA alliance called “The Ring of Five”, consisting
of the SIGINT agencies of Germany, the Netherlands, France, Belgium and Denmark . . . ’19 However,
this Ring of Five is not the Maximator alliance: as mentioned, Belgium is not in Maximator but
Sweden is (see the Rheinhausen page in Figure 1). Besides Maximator, whose focus is on diplomatic
communications, there seems to be (or, has been) a parallel alliance for intercepting (metadata of)
military communications.20 It contains the ﬁve countries listed By Aldrich in his book GCHQ. The two
alliances – Maximator and the one mentioned by Aldrich – are diﬀerent but are easily confused.21

3. TIVC, the Dutch leg of Maximator
Wiebes provides a short, ﬁrst history of the Dutch SIGINT organisation TIVC.22 Here we extend this
account with three new perspectives, namely (1) that TIVC formed the Dutch part of the Maximator
alliance, (2) that TIVC obtained via Maximator partner the BND information about the algorithms in
Crypto AG devices – to which the BND had access via its hidden ownership of the company, and (3)
that cryptographic equipment of the Dutch manufacturer Philips was also weakened, with Dutch
(partly TIVC) involvement.
As mentioned by Wiebes, TIVC was embedded within the Royal Dutch Navy and operated from
the navy barracks at Kattenburg in the centre of Amsterdam. It had separate departments for signals
analysis and for cryptanalysis (including linguists). After 2010 these departments became part of the
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Joint SIGINT Cyber Unit (JSCU) which is jointly operated by the two intelligence and security services
(AIVD and MIVD) in the Netherlands. Signals interception for TIVC came mainly from the HF-antennas
at Eemnes and satellite (SHF) dishes at Burum and Zoutkamp in the north of the Netherlands. From
1963 the Netherlands also had an interception station in the Caribbean, at Curaçao, with Venezuela23
and Cuba as main targets.
As described above, TIVC was an early partner in Maximator. It was a relatively small, but eﬀective
SIGINT organisation that claims to have deciphered (mostly diplomatic) communications from
almost 75 countries.

3.1. The Falklands war
The Maximator alliance and its member TIVC played a special role in the Falklands war (1982). At the
time, the Argentinian navy and diplomatic service used Crypto AG equipment to secure their
communications. In particular, they used the devices HC550 and HC570, which belong to the
same family and use the same cryptographic algorithm.24 This algorithm was rigged, jointly by the
BND and the CIA, via their ownership of Crypto AG. The details of this algorithm were shared by the
BND within Maximator with TIVC. This enabled the Dutch to read Argentinian naval and diplomatic
communications before the war started. As reported by Aldrich and Wiebes, the British SIGINT
organisation GCHQ had neglected Argentina.25 It was not able to read communications secured
by Crypto AG devices. When the war started, it asked, under pressure, countries on the European
continent for help. A directly involved Dutch source states that at that stage a specialist from TIVC
travelled to GCHQ and explained how the HC500 Crypto AG devices for Argentinian naval and
diplomatic communications worked; subsequent solution of the ciphers was left to GCHQ itself.26
Looking back, the CIA history says that in 1982 the ability to read Argentine communications became
critical to Great Britain’s successful prosecution of the Falklands war.27 A stronger statement occurs in
the BND history: ‘Da die Briten als ständige Trittbrettfahrer dieser Operation angesehen werden mussten
(. . .) darf behauptet werden, dass der Ausgang des Falkland-Krieges 1982 ganz wesentlich von der hier
beschriebenen Operation beeinﬂusst, wenn nicht sogar entschieden wurde’ – that the outcome of the
war was inﬂuenced in an essential way, if not decided, by the Rubicon operation.
The fact that GCHQ knew how to break the Argentinian codes is well-known. As Aldrich writes:
‘How was GCHQ reading the Argentinean communications with such ease? The answer was quite
simple. Some of Argentina’s high-grade military and diplomatic communications systems made use
of expensive but thoroughly compromised European cypher machines . . . ’28 A small piece of the
puzzle that is added here is the nature of these cypher machines and the route through which GCHQ
actually learned about how to break them, namely via the BND, Maximator and TIVC.
At some stage during the war the Argentinians found out that their coded messages were being
read. They could not quickly change all equipment, so they decided to change their cryptographic
key management – which makes sense. They started refreshing their keys every hour, instead of
every three days. This made code breaking much more diﬃcult, since a short period of one hour may
not contain enough cipher text to carry out a successful cryptanalytical attack.
There are diﬀerent stories about how the Argentinians learned about the compromise of their
encipherments. The most common explanation is that they found out via member of Parliament Ted
Rowlands who revealed in the House of Commons on 3 April 1982, that GCHQ was reading Argentine
diplomatic communications. However, another account that circulates in Dutch intelligence circles is
that a British pilot shot down by the Argentinians carried information that could only have been
obtained via compromised communications.

3.2. Aroﬂex, Philips and Turkey
Aroﬂex is the name for a successful electronic encryption device developed by Philips in the
Netherlands in the late 1970s. It was approved for use within NATO, by the relevant evaluation
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agency SECAN. NATO allowed several countries to use the Aroﬂex also for their internal communications, but it did not allow commercial sale of the device. For further usage, two modiﬁed –
rigged, if you like – versions of the Aroﬂex were developed.
First, a commercial version of the Aroﬂex device, with an adapted crypto algorithm, was developed under the oﬃcial name T1000CA, but with the unoﬃcial name Beroﬂex. TIVC collaborated with
Philips in the design of the crypto algorithm for this Beroﬂex. Both sides came up with their own
proposal for modiﬁcation of the Aroﬂex. After delibration, TIVC’s proposal was selected because it
involved the least modiﬁcation of the existing Aroﬂex. Still, breaking encipherments involved solving
many systems of binary linear equations. This was beyond what general purpose computers could
do at the time. TIVC turned to Philips’ research department (known as Natlab) which designed
a dedicated chip that could solve the equations in about 40 minutes.29 This chip was built into
a special purpose decryption device that was sold to the U.S. and to Maximator partners. The CIA
history contains a single line about Beroﬂex and about this special device to break it: ‘ . . . the
cryptologic could not be exploited without a Dutch special purpose device which both NSA and the
ZfCh were forced to procure’.30 Thus, the Dutch were not only active (too) in deliberately weakening
crypto equipment, in good public-private partnership, but even in developing and selling dedicated
devices to break it. This story has recently appeared, via independent sources, in the Dutch press.31
The Aroﬂex was modiﬁed in a second way, especially for Turkey. This country had bought (secure)
Aroﬂex devices for communication with its NATO partners. For its internal communications Turkey
had been using equipment of the French manufacturer Sagem.32 These French devices used the
one-time-pad (OTP) technology, which is perfect, in principle, as long as one does not re-use any
keystream material. However, this is precisely what Turkey did: its keystream tapes were endlessly reused in a circular manner, where, once a full round had been made, the tape continued a number of
steps beyond the previous start position. This elementary mistake turned out to be fatal and made
Turkish internal communications readable by many non-intended recipients (including TIVC).
When Turkey turned to Crypto AG to buy new equipment, a heated discussion erupted between
the U.S. and Germany about whether this NATO partner should receive rigged devices or not – with
Germany protecting Turkey’s interests. The two (secret) owners of Crypto AG could not resolve the
matter between them. The U.S. then gave up and opted for a diﬀerent route: via the Dutch COMSEC
authority NBV it approached Philips with the request to develop a special rigged version of Aroﬂex
for Turkey.33 Philips complied, as recently explained publicly by the Philips cryptographer involved.34
This U.S.-instigated rigging happened via the Dutch COMSEC authority NBV, which is a separate
organisation within the intelligence community, that kept the whole operation secret for several
years from the Dutch code breakers at TIVC. As a result, critical questions were asked within
Maximator about TIVC’s role in the sudden appearance of unknown ciphertext emerging out of
Turkey. TIVC was (also) clueless at ﬁrst, but when it eventually found out about NBV’s secret
involvement together with the U.S., it was not amused.

3.3. Attacks in Paris and Berlin
The CIA and BND histories have been written by people who were not so closely involved in the
cryptological aspects of the operation.35 This might explain some inaccuracies and over-attributions
in their accounts.
For instance, in 1991 an Iranian hit team assassinated the last prime minister under the Shah,
Shapour Bakhtiar, at the time living in exile in Paris. The familiar story that the U.S. immediately
provided France with proof of Iran’s involvement from intercepted messages about the assassination, is repeated in ‘Gedächtnisprotokoll’, the internal BND document dated 11 December 2009, with
the addition: ‘Diese waren mit Geräten verschlüsselt, die von Bühlers Firma gekauft worden waren’,
freely translated as: these message were enciphered with devices that had been bought from
Bühler’s enterprise, that is, from Crypto AG. This is then further discussed as grounds for Iran’s
growing distrust of Crypto AG and as proof of the irresponsible behaviour of the U.S. However,
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a closely involved source in Dutch intelligence reports that the controversial Iranian messages were
not at all encrypted with Crypto AG devices, but with a non-trivial manual cipher. Resulting cipher
texts were intercepted and broken by TIVC, and apparently by many other SIGINT organisations as
well. The fact that the Iranians learned that their (manually encrypted) communication had been
compromised should not have surprised them at all and is not necessarily the reason for them to
distrust Crypto AG.
In reaction to the La Belle discothèque bombing in West Berlin in 1986, ‘Reagan appears to have
jeopardized the Crypto operation after Libya was implicated’ according to Greg Miller (based on the
leaked CIA and BND reports).36 However, Dutch intelligence sources from TIVC say that they never
saw any encrypted communications coming out of Libya based on Crypto AG devices.37 They
suggest that the attack may have been carried out by a Libyan hit squad that used its own cipher –
possibly a manual cipher too. However, TIVC never intercepted the ‘La Belle’ evidence itself, so it
cannot fully exclude the possibility that Crypto AG technology was used in that aﬀair. According to
Faligot, the French did read the evidence,38 so they (or the Americans) may be able to clarify the
cryptographic nature of the communications.

4. Conclusions
In the slipstream of the recent revelations about the secret joint CIA and BND ownership of the
company Crypto AG in the 1970 s and 1980s, this article reports on the European ﬁve-partner SIGINT
alliance Maximator that began in the late 1970s. It discloses for the ﬁrst time the name Maximator
and provides documentary evidence. This European alliance has remained secret for almost ﬁfty
years, in contrast to its Anglo-Saxon Five-Eyes counterpart. The existence of this alliance gives
a novel perspective on western SIGINT collaborations in the late twentieth century. This could be
the starting point of a (historical) re-evaluation, in which the Five-Eyes partnership loses its prominence as the only environment for intense, long-term western SIGINT cooperation. Also, it may lead
to a re-evaluation of geopolitical dependencies between various countries, based on access to
(mechanisms for) diplomatic and military communications. The article explains and illustrates, with
particular attention to the cryptographic details, how the ﬁve Maximator participants strengthened
their eﬀectiveness via the information about rigged cryptographic devices that their partner BND
provided. Hopefully, a broader perspective on Maximator will emerge in the coming years, from
more diverse sources.
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encrypted via devices of the manufacturer Gretag.
Faligot, “France, SIGINT and the Cold War,” 195.
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